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Abstract: The increasing demands for lightweight design in the transport industry have led to an
extensive use of lightweight materials such as aluminium alloys. The forming of aluminium sheets
however presents significant challenges due to the low formability and the increased susceptibility
to galling. The use of tailored workpieces and controlled die roughness surfaces are common
strategies to improve the tribological behaviour, whilst galling is still not well understood. This
work is aimed at analysing the interplay between the sheet and tool surface roughness on the
friction and galling performance. Different degrees of Electro Discharge Texturing (EDT) textures
were generated in AA1050 material strips, and tooling presenting different polishing degrees were
prepared. Strip drawing tests were carried out to model the tribological condition and results were
corroborated through cup drawing tests. A new galling severity index (GSI) is presented for a
quick and quantitative determination of both galling occurrence and severity. The present study
underlines the key role of die topography and the potential of die surface functionalization for
galling prevention.

Keywords: surface texturing; friction; galling; drawing; aluminium; strip drawing test

1. Introduction

Today’s manufacturing industry has to cope with increasing demands for lightweight
design, especially in the transport industry [1]. Accordingly, an extensive use of lightweight
materials, including aluminium, magnesium and titanium alloys, is emerging [2]. Alu-
minium alloys provide several advantages, including high strength to mass ratio and
high corrosion resistance, and thus attracts large attention in engineering applications,
such as automotive [3] and packaging [4]. Sheet metal forming covers a broad range of
processes, all designed to mechanically deform sheet material into a shape without material
removal [5]. Among them, deep-drawing [6] is one of the most commonly used forming
processes in automotive and packaging applications, since it allows cost-effective mass
production of sheet components.

Tribological phenomena between tool and workpiece can significantly influence metal
forming processes [7]. Friction at the sheet metal–die interface affects the material flow
in the manufacturing process, and wear on the tool surfaces could lead to changes in
the boundary conditions of the process, greatly influencing productivity and product
quality. The forming of aluminium sheets presents a significant challenge due to the low
formability compared to steel and the materials’ vulnerability to undergo galling with
the forming tools [8,9]. Galling is a severe adhesive wear mechanism, often seen in sheet
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metal stamping, which develops gradually as an adhesion of work material on the tool
surface, which may change the tool geometry, increase the friction force, cause tearing, and
lead to workpiece rejection [10]. Galling has a direct and negative influence on the surface
quality of the products, and eventually, expensive tool maintenance is required in order to
continue production. This has a dramatic impact on the forming processes, accounting for
up to 71 % of the cost of die maintenance [11].

Different strategies have been adopted in order to improve the wear and tribological
properties of forming tools, mainly focused on the application of hard coatings in the
tool [12,13], and/or the proper surface engineering of the surfaces [14]. The use of tailored
workpiece surfaces in sheet metal forming is a common strategy to improve tribological
properties. In industrial mass production applications, tailored sheet surfaces are made by
skin-pass rolling in the final rolling step, using large roughened rolls that transfer textures
to the sheet [15]. Several deterministic and stochastic processes are available [16], however,
electrical discharge texturing (EDT) [17] is the most popular one. EDT texturing generates
connecting isolated craters in the surface. The production of regular cavities on a surface
gives as results anti-wear and friction reducing mechanisms, which are dependent on
the lubrication regime and texture geometry [18]. Surface texture may act as lubricant
reservoir [19] (providing lubricant to the contact in cases of starved lubrication), entrap
wear debris [20] (minimizing third-body abrasion), and generate a hydrodynamic lift
effect [21] (providing load carrying capacity).

Tool texturing has also been explored to promote better lubrication in metal forming
and decrease galling and friction. A great number of surface texturing techniques are
available for hard tool materials, such as rolling ball indentation [22], hammer peening [23],
and laser radiation [24] among others. However, manual polishing after milling of deep
drawing dies is the conventional and most used preparation technique for tool surface
preparation [25].

In general, there is a consensus that the surface roughness of the frictional pair has an
impact on the tribological properties of the system. It has been widely accepted that EDT
improves the forming behaviour of aluminium sheets due to better friction behaviour [26].
Several researches demonstrated the improved performance of EDT surfaces against non-
textured mill finish (MF) surfaces [27–30]. On the other hand, although the patterned
tool texturing has provided promising results [22,31], it is widely accepted that the work
material adhesion and galling risk increases with tool roughness [32] and therefore, ap-
propriate polishing should be applied [33,34]. Whilst galling is still not comprehensively
understood, research efforts continue, and some points still need to be addressed. Al-
though the interplay between the tool and the workpiece texture seems to be presumable,
it has not been investigated. Previous researches generally omitted tool surface roughness
data [27–30,35]. Similarly, a broad range of roughness values are reported under EDT
textured sheet definition, ranging from Ra 0.2 to 1.7 [27,29,30], or quantitative data on the
EDT texture was omitted [35,36]. Additionally, the effect of the EDT texturing degree has
not been previously studied.

The present work is built in this context, aiming at analysing the interplay between
the EDT sheet texture and tool polishing degree. For the first time, different degrees of
EDT textures were analysed against different die surface topographies in order to test the
influence of the EDT and die roughness degree on friction and galling performance. To that
end, different degrees of EDT texturing were generated in AA1050 material strips by means
of an ad-hoc skin pass texturing mill, and tooling presenting different polishing degrees
were prepared following industrial procedures. First, strip drawing tests were carried out
with different tool material roughness in order to evaluate the impact of the texture pairs
(strip and tool) on the friction coefficient and the galling resistance at different pressures.
Afterwards, a benchmark cup-drawing test was carried out with the best solution and the
main conclusions are drawn. Additionally, a new galling severity index (GSI) is presented,
which is directly computed form the friction curve and provides a quick and quantitative
determination of both galling occurrence and severity.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sheet Material

Commercial-grade aluminium AA1050 alloy sheets with mill finish surfaces and 1 mm
thickness have been used for the study. Mechanical properties were tested, and the results
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of tested material AA 1050.

Property Symbol Unit Value

Yield strength Rp0.2 MPa 127.29
Tensile strength Rm MPa 135.79

Strain hardening exponent n - 0.0403
Total elongation A % 3.49

Anisotropy factor (RD/45/TD) r - 0.338/0.612/0.969

2.2. Sheet Texturing

Sheet texturing was conducted with an ad-hoc skin-pass rig, constituting of two
parallel 50 mm diameter work rolls actuated by electrical motors (see Figure 1a). During
the skin-pass process, work roll surface texture is transferred precisely onto the strip surface
when pressing the strip between the rolls. The work rolls were textured by EDT industrial
process (courtesy of Sarclad Ltd., Rotherham, United Kingdom) and 300 mm length and
100 mm width aluminium sheet samples were textured for the study.

Figure 1. Aluminium texturing set-up: (a) skin-pass set up, in which the sheet is pushed between two EDT rolls and the
texture is embossed into the surface of the material and (b) representative texture of the EDT rolls.

Different sheet surface EDT texture grades were generated using three levels of reduc-
tion percentages (difference between the work roll gap with respect to the sheet thickness),
named as low, medium, and high textured surfaces (reference non-textured mill finish
sheets were also included in the study as control). Surface textures were measured with
Sensofar S-NEOX (Sensofar, Barcelona, Spain) optical profilometer using interferometry
technique (20x DI objective) over a 3 mm × 3 mm acquisition area and characterized with
the metrology software Mountains Premium calculating the topographical parameters in
the primary surface following ISO 25178 standard. Work roll and sheet surface images are
shown in Figures 1b and 2, respectively, while numerical values are summarised in Table 2
(2D Ra values are also included for reference).
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Figure 2. Representative axonometric (above, imposed scale) and two-dimensional (below, free scale) projections of the
surface textures corresponding to the: (a) non-textured (as received); (b) low textured; (c) medium textured and (d) high
textured samples rolls.

Table 2. Studied EDT work roll and aluminium material strip surface textures.

Sheet Textures

Work Roll Not Textured Low Textured Medium Textured High Textured

Ra [µm] 0.140 ± 0.023 0.920 ± 0.072 1.230 ± 0.066 1.710 ± 0.144
Sq [µm] 3.498 ± 0.07 0.511 ± 0.029 1.611 ± 0.066 1.987 ± 0.096 2.200 ± 0.310
Sa [µm] 2.713 ± 0.05 0.417 ± 0.020 0.999 ± 0.055 1.276 ± 0.119 1.562 ± 0.300
Ssk [-] 0.719 ± 0.01 0.271 ± 0.088 −2.934 ± 0.331 −2.276 ± 0.224 −2.029 ± 0.366
Str [-] 0.959 ± 0.005 0.028 ± 7.5 × 10−4 0.910 ± 0.01 0.871 ± 0.12 0.873 ± 0.03

Sdq [◦] 0.893 ± 0.032 0.128 ± 0.006 0.559 ± 0.017 0.653 ± 0.11 0.666 ± 0.05
Sdr [%] 18.516 ± 1.026 0.758 ± 0.066 6.749 ± 0.111 8.108 ± 0.669 10.022 ± 1.564

Vmp × 10−2

[µm3/ µm2]
24.300 ± 0.525 1.369 ± 0.230 2.376± 1.534 3.656 ± 1.915 3.891 ± 1.345

Vvv × 10−2

[µm3/ µm2]
30.100± 1.500 46.500 ± 0.329 43.600 ±0. 66 48.300 ± 0.5.26 49.800 ± 0.1.8

2.3. Strip Drawing Test

The friction characterization was carried out using the flat strip drawing test, which
models the tribological conditions of the conformal contacts in a conventional deep drawing
process [37]. This test enables direct determination of friction coefficients and resembles
the open tribological system of a deep drawing process, at which new sheet material is
transferred constantly into the contact area.

The tests were conducted using two of the axes of a 25-t hydraulic biaxial testing
machine. Each axis measures the force, normal force, and tangential force, by means of a
load cell. The schematic setup is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the strip drawing test set up.

The metal strip is positioned between the upper movable and lower fixed dies. First, a
defined normal force FN is applied by moving the movable die with one of the hydraulic
cylinders. Afterwards, another hydraulic cylinder clamps the strip and draws it through
the die inserts with a constant velocity v (see Figure 4). Both the normal and the tangential
force are recorded over a drawing length of 100 mm.

Figure 4. Idealized progress of the normal (blue) and tangential (red) force curves measured during
the strip drawing test. The friction coefficient is evaluated removing 10% from the initial and final
part to analyse stable conditions.

The measured tangential force corresponds to the sum of the upper and lower die
interface friction forces. Accordingly, half of the friction force needs to be considered for
determining CoF, and can be computed following the Coulomb friction law (1) [38]

µ =
FT

2FN
(1)

In order to analyse stable conditions, the evaluation area is set removing 10% from
the initial and final part of the friction force curve. Tempered grey cast iron GGG70
die inserts were used for the testing, with a surface hardness of 62 HRc. The contact
surface of the die blocks (see Figure 3) was 52 mm length and 26 mm width. In order
to evaluate the influence of varying die surface topographies, two polishing levels were
prepared following industrial hand polishing procedures, corresponding to Ra values of
0.2 and 0.4 µm, respectively. Figure 5 and Table 3 presents the representative images and
topographical parameter values (measured following the same procedure as described in
Section 2.2) of the two polishing levels, named as Ra0.2-Die and Ra0.4-Die.
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Figure 5. Representative axonometric (above, imposed scale) and two-dimensional (below, free scale)
projections of the tool material surfaces: (a) Ra02-Die and (b) Ra04-Die conditions.

Table 3. Tool material surface textures.

Surface Ra0.2-Die Ra0.4-Die

Sq [µm] 0.545 ± 0.108 0.907 ± 0.197
Sa [µm] 0.401 ± 0.073 0.527 ± 0.062
Ssk [-] −1.424 ± 0.317 −4.229 ± 0.668
Str [-] 0.130 ± 0.05 0.250 ± 0.110

Sdq [◦] 0.121 ± 0.07 0.184 ± 0.011
Sdr [%] 0.670 ± 0.075 1.307 ± 0.137

Vmp × 10−02 [µm3/ µm2] 1.620 ± 0.186 1.230± 0.071
Vvv × 10−02 [µm3/ µm2] 9.470 ± 2.740 18.200± 5.050

Before the strip drawing tests, strips and die surfaces were cleaned with acetone.
Once cleaned, the strips were lubricated using ALUBVSD05 (ZEPF, Konstans, Germany)
metal forming lubricant (viscosity at 40 ◦C = 85 cSt), usually applied in aluminium sheet
forming processes. One brush stroke of lubricant was carefully applied on each side of the
aluminium strip, and the remaining lubricant present over the peaks was gently removed
by a lint free wipe. This way, the valleys of the surface were filled with lubricant. The
lubricant quantity was measured by gravimetry using ten measuring replicates per texture
condition (see Table 4).

Table 4. Obtained lubricant quantity for each sample with the used methodology.

Surface
Average
Quantity

[g/m2]

Lubricant
Thickness

[µm]

Standard
Deviation

[g/m2]

Min
Quantity

[g/m2]

Max
Quantity

[g/m2]

Not textured 1.74 1.89 0.2178 1.48 2.00
Low textured 2.26 2.45 0.1890 2.00 2.40

Medium textured 2.80 3.04 0.3200 2.48 3.12
High textured 2.90 3.15 0.4412 2.48 3.32
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The Strip Drawing tests were performed at a constant drawing velocity of 10 mm/s
for all tests, at five contact pressures ranging from 1 to 15 MPa (1, 2, 5, 10, 15 MPa) to
resemble typical contact pressures in aluminium alloy drawing operations [39]. For each
parameter combination, three strips were drawn to ensure a statistical representativeness.

2.4. Galling Analysis

Qualitative visual assessment on tooling and sheet parts remains the most ubiquitous
method for characterising and identifying the occurrence of galling wear. According
to the most used standards [40,41] galling is said to have occurred when at least one
of the contacting surfaces exhibits torn metal to the unaided eye. Accordingly, in the
classical applications of those methods, specimens are either “galled” or “not galled”
which does not allow to set the severity of the occurred galling phenomena and is based
on the subjective nature of visual assessment. Given this, it is important to identify a
quantifiable measure of galling wear in order to set an objective quantitative method
to rank the damage severity. There is an increasing use of profile-2D [42,43] or areal-
3D [44–49] surface measurement quantifications in order to set a numerical ranking that
provides a quantifiable output of the variability and severity of the damage. Although
they provide numerical data on the severity that allows ranking the behaviour, it should be
considered that the quantification relies on a localised position of the surfaces at which the
measurements are carried out, and therefore difficulties with repeatability and application
over large surface areas remain. Other authors characterize the average critical sliding
distance to galling, providing quantitative data for galling resistance, but not galling
severity [50]. Galling severity has been characterized by means of induced plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP) quantifying the adhered material in the tool after pickling from the
surface in [51].

A rather practical approach is proposed and adopted in the present paper, based on
the gradient of the tangential force increment associated with the galling phenomena. A
linear fitting of the tangential force curve is calculated in the representative part of the
curve (excluding 20% from the initial and final part), and the slope of the fitted line is
computed as an indicator of galling severity, coined as galling severity index (GSI). The
threshold to define the galling occurrence was set based on the visual inspection of all
the test surfaces. Table 5 indicates the summary of all the test conditions indicating the
occurrence or not of galling and the corresponding GSI.

Table 5. Summary of the galling severity index (GSI) of all test conditions. Maximum GSI value of all
tests and in brackets the pressure in which the galling occurred: NG: No Galled; G* Galled at 5 MPa;
G**: Galled at 10 MPa.

Surface Not Textured Low Textured Medium Textured High Textured

Ra0.2-Die 0.95 (G*) 2.22 (G**) 1.9 (G**) 1.4 (G**)
Ra0.4-Die 0.45 (G*) 0.13 (NG) 0.06 (NG) 0.15 (NG)

The galling severity index threshold was set as the mean value between the minimum
GSI of the galled tests (0.45, corresponding to the Not textured sheet/Ra0.4-Die 5 MPa
test) and the maximum GSI of all the non-galled tests (0.3, corresponding to the Medium
textured sheet/Ra0.2-Die 5 MPa test), resulting in a GSI threshold of 0.375. Accordingly, a
GSI > 0.375 is associated with galling occurrence, being the GSI value a relative severity
indicator. Figure 6 presents an example of three tangential force curves presenting different
galling severities.

Additionally, chemical composition analysis of the galled surfaces was performed
using a FEI Nova NANOSEM 450 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) through X-ray
dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) at a voltage of 20 KV (FEI, Madrid, Spain).
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Figure 6. Example tangential force curves with the associated regression lines and Galling Severity
Index (GSI) values (galling threshold: GSI = 0.375).

2.5. Benchmark: Cup Drawing Test

Cup drawing tests of the aluminium alloy have been carried out in order to evaluate
the impact of the surface roughness on forming operations. Figure 7 shows schematically
the tooling used for the cup drawing experiments and the dimensions are shown in Table 6.
The roughness of the tooling surface is Ra = 0.4 µm, which corresponds to the polishing
level named as Ra0.4-Die in the strip drawing test experiments, and the gap between the
punch and the die is 2 mm, avoiding any ironing of the sheets during the drawing operation.

Figure 7. Schematic view of the cylindrical cup drawing test.

Table 6. Dimensions of the cup drawing test tool (unit: mm).

Db Dd Dp rd rp

90 54 50 6.5 6.5

The drawing samples were prepared following the next methodology. Circular disks of
90 mm in diameter were cut by wire electrical discharge machining (EDM, AgiecharMilles,
Barcelona, Spain). The disks were cut out from 100 mm width sheets textured under
the same levels of reduction percentages as explained previously, generating 3 textured
levels (see Table 2). Non-textured sheets were also included in the study as control for
these experiments. Six circular disks for each condition were cut and drawn to have a
representative number of specimens.

As in the case of the strip drawing tests, each disk was cleaned with acetone and
then lubricated using ALUBVSD05 metal forming lubricant (viscosity at 40 ◦C = 85 cSt).
The application procedure was the same as in the case of strip drawing tests, making sure
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that the quantity applied for each of the texturing conditions was similar (values given in
Table 4).

The cup drawing tests were carried out in an instrumented 100 kN compression
machine Zwick at a drawing speed of 8.33 mm/s. The disks were completely drawn,
and the force-displacement curve was recorded for each of the experiments. The force-
displacement curves were used for performance comparison since the drawing force is
related to the friction during the drawing operation [52]. The maximum drawing force
(Fdmax) for each of the texturing conditions was also extracted.

After the drawing of the disks, the thickness of the cup wall was measured at a height
of 15 mm from the base of the cup. Eight different equidistant thickness measurements at
every 45◦ were taken for each drawn cup. The average thickness (taveg) and the thickness
deviation values (∆t) are reported in the results section.

3. Results
3.1. Surface Topography Analysis

Sheet surfaces presented differing topography values (see Table 2). The Str parameter
indicates the presence of lay in any direction of the surface, indicating if the surface is
anisotropic (Str close to 0) or isotropic (Str = 1) topography. It can be observed that the
non-textured surface presents a typically oriented surface topography corresponding to a
mill finish (Str = 0.028); after the EDT texturing of the samples, an isotropic EDT texture
is embossed on the surface (Str ~ 0.9). Non-textured mill finish surfaces presented a
predominance of peaks on the surface (Ssk > 0) that changed to negative skewness values
after the texturing (Ssk < 0), indicating a shift to an increased predominance of valleys on
the surface. Figure 8 presents the rest of the topographical parameters normalised with
respect to the non-textured sample values for comparison.

Figure 8. 3D Sheet surfaces topography characterization: topographic parameters belonging to
height (Sq, Sa, Ssk), hybrid (Sdr) and functional (Vvv) properties of the textured sheets normalised
with respect to the non-textured samples.

It can be observed that all parameters significantly increased their value after EDT
texturing, although to a different extent. Both height parameters (average roughness Sa
and root mean square roughness Sq) present a regular increase in the value as the texturing
degree increases. The hybrid Sdq parameter, indicating the root mean square slope of
the surface, presented similar values for the medium-textured and high-textured degree
samples, indicating that the mean slopes encountered in both surfaces are similar. The
parameter most sensitive to the texturing degree was the developed interfacial areal ratio,
Sdr. This parameter expresses the percentage of the additional surface area contributed
by the texture, as compared to an ideal plane. Sdr presented clear differences between the
three textured degrees, confirming that the increasing texturing degree generated more
complex surfaces. Finally, the functional parameters indicate the material volume in the
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peak area (Vmp) and the void volume in the valley zone (Vvv), enclosed in the material
ratio in the ranges 0–5% and 80–100%, respectively. Both functional parameters presented
similar differences as discussed for the Sdq value, at which the medium-textured and
high-textured samples presented alike values.

The same topographic parameters were computed to describe the two grades of
tool surface topography, named as Ra0.2-Die and Ra0.4-Die (see Table 3). Both surfaces
presented oriented anisotropic surfaces (Str~0) and negatively skewed surfaces, indicating
a preference of valleys. It should be highlighted, however, that the Ra0.4-Die surface
presented a much more negative skewness value, indicating that the valley preference is
significantly stronger. Figure 9 presents the rest of the parameters normalised with respect
to the Ra0.2-Die surface.

Figure 9. Die surfaces topography characterization: topographic parameters belonging to height
(Sq, Sa, Ssk), hybrid (Sdr) and functional (Vvv) properties of the two die sets (Ra 0.2-Die, Ra 0.4-Die)
normalised with respect to the Ra0.2-Die set.

It can be observed that all the parameters increase for the Ra0.4-Die surface, except
the functional Vmp parameter, which presents a lower value, indicating that less material
volume is present in the peak area. The most sensitive parameters were Sdr and Vvv,
indicating that the developed area and the void volume in the valleys are significantly
larger for the Ra0.4-Die surface. In order to better understand the different trends in
the Vmp functional parameter, a deeper study was conducted. Figure 10 shows the
Abbott- Firestone curve (also known as the bearing area curve or the areal material ratio
curve) of both surfaces, which graphically describes the distribution of material along
the surface height, showing significant differences between the two die surfaces. The
representation of the areal material probability curve (where the Abbott Firestone curve is
expressed as Gaussian probability in standard deviation values) allows assessment of the
type of distribution of the surface heights. It can be observed that in this scale, the areal
material ratio curve of the Ra0.2-Die approximates a straight line, which indicates an almost
Gaussian distribution of the heights [53]. Conversely, the Ra0.4-Die surface is composed by
two linear regions, indicating two Gaussian distributions, typical of stratified surfaces.
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Figure 10. Abbott Firestone and areal material probability curves of the two die surfaces.

Figure 11a shows the profiles of both die surfaces at which the presence of two
distributions is clearly seen on the Ra0.4-Die surface, with a top part corresponding to
a typical polished surface (very similar compared to the Ra0.2-Die surface), combined
with big valleys due to the presence of pores on the surface (see Figure 5). In order to
analyse the roughness of the bearing surfaces interacting during the drawing process (the
polished area), the areal parameter for stratified functional surfaces, Spk, was computed.
The Spk parameter is the three-dimensional analogue of the bidimensional Rpk parameter
described in ISO 13565-2 [53] (known as reduced peak height). Spk is a measure of the
peak height above the core roughness and represents the nominal height of the material
that may be removed during a running-in operation. It can be observed from the results
(see Figure 11b) that the Ra0.4-Die presents a slightly larger Spk value, compared with the
Ra0.2-Die surface.

Figure 11. Profile representations of the two die surfaces (a) and the corresponding reduced peak
height (Spk) values (b).

3.2. Galling

The three replicates of each test presented good overall reproducibility. As represen-
tative, Figure 12 shows the tangential force evolution, along with the sliding distance for
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all the tests corresponding to high textured sheet and Ra0.2 die under the five pressure
conditions under study (2, 3, 5, 10 and 15 Mpa).

Figure 12. Evolution of the tangential force during strip drawing test, three replicates of the high
textured sheet and Ra0.2 die for the five pressure conditions under study (2, 3, 5, 10 and 15 Mpa).

As expected, the tangential force increased as the contact pressure increased. As
mentioned previously, galling is associated with a severe adhesion phenomenon, at which
the friction force increases considerably. It can be observed that in cases in which strong
galling occurred (Figure 12, 15 MPa curve), the sheet broke down and, consequently, the
tangential force decayed at 40 mm of displacement. Conversely, the tests that did not
present any galling phenomena (2, 3 and 5 MPa tests) presented a homogeneous tangential
force evolution during the test.

Some galled situations presented different stages. The first stage was characterized by
stable friction and, subsequently, friction started to increase (Figure 12, 10 MPa test). Other
galled situations, however, did not present this first stage and the tangential force started
increasing from the beginning of the test (Figure 12, 15 Mpa).

In order to quantitatively analyse both the occurrence and the severity of galling, the
galling severity index (GSI) was computed according to the previously described procedure.
Figure 13 presents the galling severity index corresponding to all sheet textures under
study against both die surfaces (see Supplementary Materials).

Figure 13. Galling identification on the conducted strip drawing test experiments for the Ra0.2-Die (a) and the Ra0.4-Die (b)
die sets for the four sheet textures under study.
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Clear differences in galling performance can be observed according to the die rough-
ness degree. As can be observed, Ra0.2-Die set presented early galling for non-textured
samples already at 5 MPa and galling for all the textured sheets for 10 and 15 Mpa. Figure 14
shows the image of the galled surfaces at 5 MPa and 15 Mpa, at which a different amount
of protuberances can be observed on the surfaces. Elemental mapping was carried out
by Electron energy X-ray dispersive spectroscopy, corroborating that the protuberances
correspond to adhered aluminium (see Figure 15).

Figure 14. Galled die surfaces morphological characterization. Non-textured sample/ Ra 0.2 die at
5 MPa (a) and 15 MPa (b).

Figure 15. SEM image and EDX elemental map of galled die surface (Non-textured sample/ Ra 0.2
die at 15 Mpa.

Conversely, the Ra0.4-Die set only galled for the non-textured sheets at 5, 10 and
15 Mpa, the galling severity being significantly lower compared to the Ra0.2-Die set.
Regarding the influence of the sheet texture on the galling, it can be concluded from
Figure 13 that the increase of EDT texture degree considerably improved the performance,
decreasing both the occurrence and also the severity of the galling. As expected, overall,
the galling severity is increased as the contact pressure increases. Table 5 summarises the
value of pressure at which galling starts to occur on the strip drawing tests for all the sheet
textures under study.
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3.3. Coefficient of Friction

Figure 16 represents the coefficient of friction of all the sets that did not present galling
(see Supplementary Materials).

Figure 16. Strip drawing test friction results corresponding to all the sheet roughness values against
the Ra0.2 (a) and Ra0.4 (b) die sets. Coefficient of friction has not been computed in the galled tests.

A clear dependency of the contact pressure on the friction coefficient can be observed
in both die-set tests, at which the friction coefficient decreases when increasing the contact
pressure for all textures under analysis. On the other hand, the increase in sheet surface
texture decreased the coefficient of friction for all pressure conditions, except for the low
textured sheet with the Ra0.2 die, which disclosed the lower coefficient value. As far as
the die roughness influence is concerned, it can be observed that the Ra0.2 die set tests
reported lower friction values compared to the Ra0.4 die set at each analogous sheet texture
and pressure condition, however, it should be noted that it also presented a worse galling
performance.

3.4. Cup Drawing Benchmark

Figure 17 shows the average maximum drawing force for the different roughness
materials (see Supplementary Materials).

Figure 17. Averaged maximum drawing force for the different roughness samples.

The resulting drawing forces follow the same trend shown in Figure 15b (Ra0.4-Die).
where a decrease in the friction coefficient occurred when increasing the sheet roughness.
When increasing the texture, the friction coefficient decreases and therefore less restraining
force is applied on the blank holder area during the drawing. Moreover, the reduction in
restraining force leads to an increase in material flow and a reduction in the drawing forces.
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The reduction in the restraining force on the blank holder area also leads to higher
draw-in values and so reduces the material stretching. This has a clear impact on the
material thickness, as shown in Figure 18 (see Supplementary Materials).

Figure 18. Averaged thickness and thickness deviation on the cup perimeter. The material had an
original thickness of 1 mm.

Having an original material thickness of 1 mm, the drawing operation led to an
average reduction ranging from 20 (High textured sheet) to 40% (non-textured sheet).

4. Discussion

The influence of the sheet and die surface texture on the galling wear and friction
performance has been studied. To that end, different degrees of EDT sheet texturing have
been generated by means of an ad hoc texturing rig (generating 3 texture degrees) and two
die sets have been polished through industrial procedures at two different Ra values of
0.2 and 0.4 µm, termed as Ra0.2-Die and Ra0.4-Die, respectively. The forming condition
has been simulated through a flat strip drawing test, using 5 pressure levels and a final
validation performing cup drawing test has been conducted.

The widely accepted tribological performance superiority of EDT texture over mill-
finish [54] was corroborated, and increased knowledge regarding the role of the EDT
texture degree and the die roughness interaction was generated.

As mentioned in the introduction, previous works analysing the influence of EDT
texture on aluminium forming reported EDT roughness values ranging from Ra 0.2 to 1.7,
while others did not provide any topographical data (reader is referred to the introduction
section for references). On the other hand, although the positive effect of polished die
surfaces over rough surfaces is widely accepted [55,56], the effect of the interplay between
sheet die surfaces reminds unknown.

In this work, for the first time, different degrees of EDT textures were analysed in
order to test the influence of the EDT roughness degree on friction and galling performance.
The obtained results suggest that the friction reduction benefit from EDT is larger as the
roughness degree is more pronounced. This effect is probably attributable to the greater
ability to retain lubricant in the pockets (see Table 4), due to the increase in the void volume
parameter, Vvv, as the EDT texture degree increases (see Figure 8). The importance of the
functional volume Vvv parameter has also been previously discussed by Ruimin et al. [57].

Regarding the galling behaviour, a new galling severity index (GSI) was presented.
This index is directly computed from the friction force curve, providing a quick and
quantitative determination of the presence and the relative severity of galling occurrence
in the test. This index allowed the comparison of galling sensitivity of the different
tribosystems. This study demonstrated the dominant factor of die surface topography
on galling performance. The Ra0.2 die set, which disclosed lower CoF values, presented
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increased galling occurrence and severity (see Figure 13). This finding is in accordance
with the study performed by Heide et al. [42], which concluded that a low initial friction
coefficient is not a guarantee of good galling prevention.

It should be noted at this point that the two die surfaces were polished following
industrial procedures to generate two different roughness degrees, corresponding to Ra
0.2 and 0.4 µm, respectively. A thorough surface topography study disclosed that the
Ra0.4-Die surface presented a porous surface. The presence of those pores increased the
overall Ra value and all of the three-dimensional parameters computed, except Vmp, the
functional peak material volume parameter. Vmp decreased, indicating that less material
volume was presented in the peak region of the Ra0.4-Die surface. The stratified functional
surface parameter Spk reported that the average height of the protruding peaks above the
core surface was similar in both dies, which implies that the polishing degree was also
similar. It comes from this analysis that the presence of the pores on the Ra0.4-Die set
was the predominant differential factor that improved the performance in terms of galling
resistance. The presence of pores implies, on the one hand, to have less real contact area,
and on the other hand, may act as oil reservoirs and to trap wear particles and contaminants,
evacuating them from the surface. The limitations of the Ra parameter to describe the
functionality are demonstrated in the present work, as discussed previously [58]. The use
of functional parameters describing the material volume of the peak (Vmp) and valley
(Vvv) regions, as well as the functional stratified parameter Spk, is suggested for a good
understanding of surface functionality.

Concerning the effect of the EDT texture on the galling resistance, the benefit of EDT
texture over non-textured (mill finished) sheet is indisputable. It should be noted that, as
stated in the Table 4, the obtained lubricant quantity for each texture degree differs, being
bigger as the texture degree increases. It was observed, however, that the increased EDT
texture degree (and therefore the lubrication amount) does not provide any additional
benefit to galling resistance, since all the textured samples presented the same galling
prevalence. Nevertheless, the galling severity was decreased for increased EDT roughness
strips for the Ra0.2 die sets, which is probably related to the increase of sheet texture and
the increased amount of retained lubricant. However, when comparing results from Ra0.2
and Ra0.4 die surfaces for the same sheet textures, clear differences on galling severity
and occurrence can be observed. As the lubricant amount for each texture degree was the
same, this result suggests that the dominant factor for the galling occurrence and severity
decrease comes from the die surface. This study suggests that a minimum EDT texture on
the aluminium strip is required for galling prevention, and evidence that the die surface
topography is the dominant factor controlling galling in forming processes.

The results were corroborated by benchmark cup-drawing tests. The decrease in
friction when increasing the sheet surface texture (Figure 16b) led to a higher draw-in
during cup-drawing, which resulted in lower drawing force (Figure 17) and a reduction in
the material stretching and thinning (Figure 18). The changes in the drawing force were
less significant compared to the observed variation in thickness due to the low hardening
degree of the material (see Table 1).

This study underlines the necessity of a minimum texture of the sheet to prevent
galling, and the potential of functional die surfaces to improve galling resistance. The
generation of stratified surfaces containing high polish degrees on the bearing surface,
combined with retention pockets are promising, although more studies and the implemen-
tation of industry suitable processes that allow the production of those surfaces in real dies
are required.

5. Conclusions

In this work, for the first time, different degrees of EDT textures were analysed
against different die surface topographies, in order to test the influence of the EDT and die
roughness degree on friction and galling performance. The following conclusions can be
drawn from the present study:
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• Friction is reduced as the EDT texture degree is increased. This effect is probably
attributable to the greater ability to retain lubricant in the pockets.

• Low initial friction is not a guarantee for good galling prevention.
• A new galling severity index (GSI) is presented, which is directly computed from the

friction curve and provides a quick and quantitative determination of both galling
occurrence and severity.

• A minimum EDT texture on the aluminium strip is required for galling prevention,
but the die surface topography is the dominant factor controlling galling in forming
process.

• Ra is not a good performance indicator. The use of functional 3D parameters from ISO
25178 is suggested for a good understanding of the surface functionality: Vmp, Vvv,
Spk.

• Findings were corroborated by a cup-drawing benchmark study.

The present study underlines the key role of die topography and the potential of die
surface functionalization for galling prevention. The generation of stratified surfaces with
high polish degrees on the bearing surface combined with retention pockets are promising.
Future studies are required for the implementation of industry suitable processes that
allows introducing those surfaces in real dies.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/met11060979/s1: Numerical data from Figures 13 and 16–18.
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